THE
CHAINLESS
RANGE

THE MOST EFFICIENT
METHOD OF FEEDING
BALES TO LIVESTOCK.
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HUSTLER’S HERITAGE >
From humble beginnings on a farm
in Hawkes Bay, New Zealand in
1961, steady increase has led to the
creation of a global company with
exceptional foundations. Hustler
builds uniquely engineered, worldclass products which are formed from
an innovative heritage of ingenuity
and combined with a wealth of
industry knowledge and experience.

First exports to
Hawaii, Bermuda,
Samoa, Fiji and
Australia

First sprayers built

INDUSTRY 1st
Patented self-steer
sprayers introduced

INDUSTRY 1st
• Mast sideshift
• Patented high ground clearance
• Patented bintipper clamp

INDUSTRY 1st
Multi-liftTM non
hydraulic forklift
patented NZ and
Australia

Load FloaterTM
Suspension bin
fork introduced
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2010

2000
INDUSTRY 1st
Patented
CHAINLESS 2000
bale feeder
introduced

Front
RunnerTM
front
mounted
minilift
introduced

2 year
warranty
introduced
Hustler Equipment was
founded in Hawke’s Bay

1990

The Chainless 4000 Trailed Balefeeder		

SLX Bale
Feeders
launched

INDUSTRY 1st
Equaliser
introduced

INDUSTRY 1st
SoftarmsTM
developed
for handling
wrapped bales

SL Range of
chain type
bale-feeders
introduced
INDUSTRY 1st
VMXTM forklifts
launched

2020 >

INDUSTRY 1st
Patented VSTM
high visibility
fork arm
introduced

INDUSTRY 1st
Patented
CHAINLESS 4000
self-loading bale
feeder introduced

INDUSTRY 1st
CHAINLESS 8000
multi-bale feeder

Large capacity
linkage sprayers
introduced

Duraboom,
NZ’s toughest
introduced
INDUSTRY 1st
SL-450T folding
extension trough
feeder introduced

X5000 Series
re-developed
Chainless bale
feeders introduced

INDUSTRY 1st
Revolutionary
Katipo sprayer
range introduced

BUNK/TROUGH FEEDING

INDOOR FEEDLOT FEEDING

FEEDING SQUARE BALES

SPREADING STRAW INDOORS
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FEED OUT ANY BALE

The Benefits of a
Hustler Balefeeder
Reduce hay waste
The balefeeder lays down a fluffed-up windrow which stock can easily
eat, reducing wasted feed being trampled into the ground. Feed out as
much or as little as you need and save the extra.
Reduce pasture damage
By allowing one bale to be fed to 50+ groups of any size livestock
over a larger area eliminates the need for sacrificing paddocks where
concentrated feeding damages pasture.
Effective use of valuable manure
Because bales are fed out over a large area, cattle spread their own
manure for you, which makes better use of this valuable fertilizer.
Safe, simple and easy to operate
The hydraulically driven low speed rotors tease out bales in less than
two minutes. Proven farmer-friendly bale self-loading system allows
one operator to simply load and feed bales from the comfort of the
tractor seat.
Versatile investment
Feeds out round or square bales of any size or type of bale - balage,
hay, straw, corn fodder, alfalfa, lucerne, etc. The bale feeder works in
most stocking environments - indoors, outdoors into bunks, troughs or
other feedlot systems or open fields.
Low maintenance
Easy to maintain hydraulic drive system eliminates the need for a PTO
and high speed flails with fewer moving parts and low running costs
because the tractor can be run at low RPM.

“MORE FARMERS CHOOSE A HUSTLER
BALEFEEDER THAN ANY OTHER BRAND.”
– Digipol International Research Consultants
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Why Chainless balefeeders
are the world’s best.
PADDLES

VARIABLE FEED

FEED TEASERS

Paddles on lower drum
help when feeding out very
sloppy bales.

Infinitely variable rotor speed
via the tractor’s hydraulics
adjusts the rate of feed.

Top rotor spins at three times
the speed of the bottom rotor,
teasing and separating the feed
rather than simply unrolling it.

Choose thick for cows or thin
for sheep by adjusting rotor
speed accordingly.

The Inside Story
Chains have traditionally been the weak point
of balefeeders, requiring a lot of maintenance
and usually being the first thing to break.
So we eliminated them. Fifteen years later the
Chainless system has been proven by thousands
of hours of breakdown-free operation.
1 CLEAT DESIGN
Provides a more positive grip on the bale when
feeding out fine or sloppy bales.

This makes the feed much
easier for stock to eat resulting
in less wasted feed, especially
in muddy conditions.

STRONGER DRIVE SYSTEM
We’ve increased the key size to provide a more positive
and heavy-duty drive train capable of heavier and
sloppier bales.
2

FREE-FLOW WIPER PANEL
With wider adjustment range and less fine tuning
required, you can easily customise feed to your
preference.
3

4 SLIPPERY POLYETHYLENE RIBBED FLOOR
Slippery, ribbed design keeps bales tracking straight and
reduces drag by 30% compared to steel.
5 INFINITELY VARIABLE FEED PATTERN
Only rotor speed needs adjusting to vary the amount of
feed being fed out. The fully adjustable platform height
allows you to vary the bale pressure, so no matter how
tight or loose your bale, the Chainless can still feed it out.
6 INTEGRATER LOADING SYSTEMS
Hustler’s patented loading systems are integrated into each
units, eliminating painstaking loading inefficiencies and
improving operator safety.
7 QUIET OPERATION
Exceptionally quiet operation means your livestock are
more relaxed at feeding time.
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3
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POLYETHYLENE PLATFORM
Slippery, ribbed design keeps
bales tracking straight and
reduces drag by 30% compared
to steel.
WIPER PANEL

SELF CLEANING

PLATFORM HEIGHT GUIDE

FEED CONTROL

Free-flow wiper panel cleans the
top rotor. The updated design
clears even the longest hay.

Rotors are timed together to
self-clean and carry the feed up
over the edge.

Built-in platform height guide
provides an indication of
platform height for either
squares or rounds.

Infinitely variable platform
height controls pressure of the
bale on the rotors.

NO FEED CHAINS
Chains are the most troublesome
part of conventional feeders.
No chains means no trouble and
very low maintenance.

Operators lift the platform
height to the relevant indicator
then adjust the platform to
allow for bale density.

Even the tightest of bales can
be fed out correctly with a
Chainless because the operator
can vary platform pressure to
allow for bale density.

5

“It’s a brilliant machine! The loading system is outstanding, able to control the bale right

through its action. Such a safe loading system - it holds the bale just above the platform,
allowing you to take the net wrap off before completing loading.
You don’t need a big tractor to operate it, it only requires a reasonable oil flow. So
simple to operate. I’m rapt with it. It’s a Rolls Royce!

”

DAIRY FARMER, WAIKATO, NEW ZEALAND: CHAINLESS 4000

BENEFITS OF REBALING:
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•
•

Chainless XR1500

•

The Chainless XR1500 Rebaler utilises the all new and improved Chainless feed-out
system that has been well proven on thousands of farms all over the world, and is
renowned for its simple patented design that is reliable, easier-to-use and handles
any type, shape or size of bale.

•
•

•

Platform height
indicators make
operation simple,
quick and easy

Hydraulic controls are
simple to operate and
low maintenance

Fully enclosed drive
system keeps hay out
of the working parts

Mounting pads allows the
XR1500 to be easily mounted
to a frame or the back of a ute.
Shown with optional wheels

Non-corrosive
polyethylene
platform, guides
the bale into the
variable feed rotors

Low speed rotors
tease the bales
apart preserving the
goodness of the bale

Free-flow wiper panel
cleans the rotors,
directing the feed
where needed

Preserve hay quality for longer
Substantially reduce handling time
and cost
Eliminate hours of back-breaking
labour or expensive equipment to
collect small bales
Increase the value of your hay
Store the large bales and re-bale
the small squares on demand or
during winter
One tractor can run both the square
baler and the balefeeder

WATCH THE VIDEOS ONLINE
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Chainless 2000

SERIES THREE

This is a 3-point-hitch mounted Chainless bale feeder suitable for any
type of round and square bales. Ideal for smaller farms, both indoors and
outdoors with the capability to handle the biggest of bales.

Safety latch ensures
platform is down
before cradle can be
disconnected.

Light weight at
just 490 kgs.

Ultra-low cradle
for loading.

Large skid
feet stop the
machine from
sinking into mud.

New stronger rear
fence holds the
bale more securely
in steep country.

Transmission covers
protect against mud
and debris and seal
the heavy-duty
4-bolt bearings.

Slippery, ribbed
design keeps bales
tracking straight and
reduces drag plus
will never corrode.

Free-flow wiper
panel has more
adjustment for
a wider range of
balage types.

High-mounted
hook latch for
exceptionally secure
drive alignment.

Platform height
guide shows start
position for round
and square bales.

Our floating toplink
pin and unequal
length tines make
reconnecting easy.

FEED OUT ANY BALE
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Chainless 2000 Hurricane

The proven design of the Chainless balefeeder provides efficient feeding out of
any type of bale with fewer moving parts, ultra-low maintenance plus simple and
safe operation.

Hustler’s all new 2-in-1 Feeder, Bedder. The Hurricane can spread bales up to 10 metres, designed
primarily for spreading straw bales and has enough power to spread hay. The Hurricane is attached to
the proven Chainless 2000 bale feeder which is suitable for feeding out all types of round and square
bales, hay, straw and balage. The Hurricane’s unique teasing action is also by rebalers.

The reverse direction of the Hurricane spreading attachment is more efficient,
provides a wider and adjustable spreading distance, and requires only one set of
double acting hydraulics to operate both feeding and spreading functions.

REVERSE DESIGN

MINIMAL DUST
New stronger rear
fence holds the
bale more securely
in steep country.

Slippery, ribbed design
keeps bales tracking
straight and reduces drag
plus will never corrode.

Unique design of the
drive coupling provide
a positive drive and is
ultra-quiet

Only one DA hydraulic
outlet is required
to operate both
feeding and bedding
functions

Adjustable restraint
allows spreading
of round or square
bales of straw or hay

The unique design of the Hurricane provides a major reduction in dust, whilst
increasing the distance to which the straw is spread. This provides many animal
health benefits and is more versatile compared to other spreading systems.
SPREAD, NOT CHOPPED

The Chainless 2000, Hurricane combination is gentle on both feeding and
bedding straw. Straw is spread rather than chopped which increases the useful
life of the bedding, saving you straw and provides stock with a more comfortable
environment. Feed is gently teased apart into a windrow rather than being
chopped which allows stock to digest more goodness from the feed and waste
less from impalatability.
FEWER WEARING PARTS

Maintenance costs and downtime is reduced due to very few wearing parts when
compared to other spreading systems which increases longevity and ensures a
better investment.
SELF-LOADING

Whether it’s feeding or spreading the Chainless 2000, Hurricane combination is
self-loading, all from the comfort of the operators seat. The headstock disconnects
from the cradle and the bale spears are withdrawn to spear and load the bale and
re-connects ready to feed or spread.
COMPACT DESIGN

The unique design allows the Hurricane spreading attachment to fold out of
harms way whilst being used for feeding bales and it takes less than a minute to
change between feeding and bedding.
NO PTO SHAFT

With a lower power requirement the design consumes less fuel in both feeding
and spreading operations, it has fewer parts to maintain, is safer to operate than
other systems, and it can be operated on a telehandler, loader or the 3 point
linkage of a tractor.

Secure the bedder
out of harms way
whilst feeding
bales with the
Integral Latch

Self-loading . Simply disconnect
the headstock from the cradle
and use the bale spears to load
bales. Reconnect and you’re
ready to spread or feed

Folding Bedder - in less
than a minute you can
change between bedding
and feeding

Power Rotor - only
one wearing part
reduces maintenance
costs and downtime

The working parts
are well protected
out of harms way for
your safety
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CHAINLESS 4000
SERIES FIVE

Designed for medium to large operations feeding out thousands of round or
square bales each year, the Chainless 4000 has proved its worth over many
years. The Series 5 Chainless has been fine-tuned to make it even stronger
and easier to use. A Hustler classic, built tough to go the distance.

OPTIONAL PLATFORM EXTENSION
TOTAL CONTROL 2

Designed for farmers handling large 8
foot square bales

Hustler’s unique Total Control Loading (TCL)
System has revolutionized bale loading since
it was introduced 8 years ago. TCL Series
2 has a faster cycle, bigger bale handling,
quieter operation and foolproof resetting.

SLIPPERY FLOOR
Slippery, ribbed design keeps bales
tracking straight and reduces drag plus
polyethylene will never corrode.

WHEEL/ MUDGUARD OPTIONS
QUALITY FINISH

10/75-R15.3 implement wheels are
standard. Optional 10/75-R15.3 traction
tyres and 13/55-R17 flotation tyres are
available. Optional mudguards keep the
feed clean and dry in-transit.

New sandblasted finish and improved
paint system means your new Chainless
will look smarter for longer.
DIVERTOR VALVE
Our divertor valve is a safety feature and
means the 4000 is ideal for tractors with
only 2 double acting remotes.
DRAWBAR
Our single post drawbar design has set the
benchmark in feeder manoeuvrability. The
drawbar is completely removable and is
now fitted with built-in road-legal safety
chain mounts.

OPTIONAL SIDE CHUTE
An optional side chute with adjustable
angle makes feeding into bunks or troughs
efficient and easy.

WEIGHT
At just 990kgs, our impressive strength
to weight ratio has been achieved by
using higher tensile steel. We’ve done our
homework and put the steel where it’s
needed, not in case it’s needed.

CHASSIS DESIGN
Tweaked for Series 5 and tougher than
anything else out there, our chassis
has massive ground clearance. We’ve
added a guard plate so there’s nothing
to tear or catch on obstacles. Plus our
6-stud axles are the strongest on the
balefeeder market.

OTHER OPTIONAL EXTRAS
60 LITRE STRINGBOX
Available as a bolt-on kit that can be
fitted to any Chainless 4000. Very handy
for stowing that bale wrap while you’re
out and about.

EXTRA TYNES
A third loading tine is available
to support wider 8’ bales during
transport and loading.

TOTAL CONTROL LOADING INDICATOR

PARKING JACK

TOWING EYE

The loading indicator makes loading any
bale simple: line up the indicator to correct
bale position, back in and load.

Designed to make parking quicker,
our new heavy-duty parking jack has
an oversized mounting boss and more
positive lock. To allow for tighter turning,
we’ve added an extra mount on top of the
drawbar for stowing the jack.

The newly designed 12,000kg towing eye
has 50mm height adjustment, enabling
the Chainless 4000 to stay level behind
virtually any tractor. It rotates 360°,
making feeding out on uneven terrain
trouble-free.

SELF-LOADING SYSTEMS
16
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LOADING SEQUENCE:
• CHAINLESS 2000
• CHAINLESS 2000 HURRICANE

01

02

Disengage cradle

Back in to pick up bale

03

LOADING SEQUENCE:
• CHAINLESS 4000, TOTAL 		
CONTROL LOADING SYSTEM

01

Back tines into bale

02

Bale is always under control

03

Remove net wrap

04

Tines withdraw

05

Tines ready to pick up 2nd bale

06

Bales in transport position

Load bale onto cradle

TOTAL BALE CONTROL

NO WASTE AT LOADING
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WHAT HUSTLER
CUSTOMERS
ARE SAYING >

“MORE FARMERS CHOOSE A HUSTLER
BALEFEEDER THAN ANY OTHER BRAND.”
– Digipol International Research Consultants

The Chainless bale feeders are a direct result of listening to the needs of our
customers in North America, Australia and New Zealand and spending countless
hours with them in the field. Here’s what some of them had to say.

UNITED STATES

UNITED STATES

JERRY HOSHAW
ONTARIO, OREGON

ERIC ELSNER
UNIVERSITY, GEORGIA

“My Hustler Chainless 4000 balefeeder cuts the amount of time spent
feeding on my farm by half! It is also
much safer. I can sit in the cab of my
tractor and feed out, and have the
heater on when it’s raining – it is just
so easy to feed now! There have been
absolutely no problems after a whole
season of feeding out. I feed out over
1000 square bales per season.”

“We do feed with hay rings and hay
trailers but a thousand times over, this
balefeeder is a far better way in my
opinion than a hay ring or a hay trailer.
It’s a no brainer.”

GABE HAUGHTON
VERNAL, UTAH
“I found the Hustler balefeeder
transformed the way I feed my cattle.
Where earlier it was taking 2 hours,
now my wife and I try to get to the
bale feeder first, so as to do the
feeding! My wife enjoys it, and can
even take our 18 month old child in
the tractor! It has made our life easier
for that important task on the farm!
It used to be a real chore, now an
enjoyable breeze.”

MARK MAHNKEN
LEGACY BEEF, MISSOURI
“Our ranch/feed yard is located in
central Missouri. As our program is
a free range program we feed a lot
of hay. The Chainless X5000 has
performed well in our operation as a
bale unloader in our bunker silo where
we load the hay directly into our feed
trucks as well as unloading big bales
directly into fence line bunks. It has
replaced a large industrial tub grinder
which was expensive to operate and
maintain. We are very pleased with
this equipment. Thanks again”

SCAN THE CODE TO SEE THE
VIDEO TESTIMONIALS

AUSTRALIA

NEW ZEALAND

TOM HASTHORPE
TRAFALGAR, VICTORIA

CHRIS KEENAN
ASHBURTON, SOUTH ISLAND

“I’ve fed out tens of thousands of
bales with my 7 year old Chainless
4000, I like the Hustler Chainless
bale feeders, and I wouldn’t buy
anything else”.

“We did a reasonable amount of
research and it came down to 3
brands, however the Hustler Chainless
system had some good advantages. I
liked the Rotor system – only 2 chains
which are enclosed and well protected
and minimal moving parts. The ribbing
on the polyethylene platform is
excellent, it helps the bale to track
straight & makes it easy to remove
strings from square bales”

PAUL SHEAR
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
“It’s a lot smoother with how it rotates
the bale. I’ve tested it on hills, going
up hills and down hills, whereas my
old machine used to, more so coming
uphill it wanted to throw the bale out
of the back of the machine, out of the
cradle but the X5000 keeps it in there
quite nice now. No real amount of
silage hanging off the side and getting
jammed. Quite impressed.”

SHIKI NAKAZAWA
HAWKES BAY, NEW ZEALAND
“After having feeding out more
than 23,000 bales, with minimal
maintenance carried out over the
last 13 years and with no major
breakdowns, the decision was easy.
We purchased our second Chainless
2000 without hesitation.”

IAN MATHIESON
HANGAWERA STATION, WAIKATO,
NORTH ISLAND
“We didn’t hesitate to purchase our
fifth Hustler balefeeder recently.
For us your feeders have proved
themselves beyond question. We
have consistently fed large numbers
of bales year after year with minimal
trouble. Taking into account great
resale value together with very
low maintenance means the actual
overall cost of running these superior
machines is far lower than going for
a cheaper optioned machine. You
definitely get what you pay for.”

THE HUSTLER FAMILY

The Hustler Family
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CHAINLESS BALEFEEDERS
The innovative, ultra-reliable Chainless® balefeeders
without feed chains, will feed out almost any type of
bale you have on hand.
Feeds out
• Any square and round bale
• Any bale type
• Frozen bales
• Teases hay apart maximising feed use
• Infinitely variable feed control

Chainless 2000
• 3pt mounted, self-loading
• 1 bale capacity
• Up to 4 ft wide bales

Chainless 2000 Hurricane
• 2-in-1 Feeder/Bedder
• Loader or 3pt mounted
• 1 bale capacity
• Spreads straw bales up to 12 metres

Chainless XR1500
• Stationary rebaling feeder
• 1 bale capacity
• Up to 5 ft wide bales

Chainless 4000
• Trailed, self-loading
• 2 bale capacity
• Up to 4 ft wide bales
• Total Control Loading

Chainless X5000
• Trailed, self-loading
• 2 bale capacity
• Up to 5 ft wide bales
• Total Control Loading

SL BALEFEEDERS
The SL range of feeders provide an economical option
for farmers who primarily feed out round bales.
Feeds out
• Round bales of hay or silage
• Some square bales (with optional side bars)
• Easy to use single lever feed control
• Toughest chain and feedbars on the market

2

YEAR
WARRANTY

SL350
• 3pt mounted, self-loading
• 1 bale capacity
• Up to 5 ft wide bales

SL450X
• 3pt mounted, self-loading
• 1 bale capacity
• Up to 5 ft wide bales
• Adjustable extension for feeding
into troughs

SL700X
• Trailed, self-loading
• 2 bale capacity
• Up to 5 ft wide bales
• Total Control Loading

System 10
• Farmers Multi-tool
• Round bales
• 750kg capacity
• Up to 500 bales/year

CXR Softhands
• Farmers handler
• Round bales
• 1 tonne capacity
• Up to 1000 bales/year

Compact Softhands
• Farmers handler
• Round and Square bales
• 1 tonne capacity
• Up to 1000 bales/year

Katipo 680
• Manual controls
• 680 litre capacity
• 6 metre manual fold boom

Katipo 890
• Manual controls
• 890 litre capacity
• 8-12 metre manual fold booms
• 50 metre folding hose reel and
spray gun

Katipo 1150
• Electric in-cab controls
• 1150 litre capacity
• 10-12 metre hydraulic
folding booms

Like all Hustler products, the SL
Balefeeder Range is backed by our
full Two Year Warranty. For an extra
two years peace of mind, ask about
the Hustler Gold Plus Extended
Warranty at time of purchase.

SOFTHANDS BALEHANDLERS
Hustler’s full range of bale handlers offer a model to suit every
farm size, built tough with a unique design.
Unique features include
• 3 position adjustable hands to suit any bale size (except CXR)
• Patented equaliser
• Slim hands for close stacking
• Wide range of loader mounts

Mega Softhands
• Contractors handler
• Round and Square bales
• 2 tonne capacity
• 100,000+ bales/year

SPRAYERS
Hustler’s range of boom sprayers embody a raft of new features
never seen before – all designed to make spraying safer, easier
and more accurate.
Unique features include
• MixMax agitation system
• Unique low profile chassis/tank designs
• Unbeatable boom designs and durability
• Superior boom suspension technology
• Custom build option available

Fox 1500-1800
• Electric - GPS controls
• 1500-1800 litre capacity
• 14-18 metre hydraulic
fold booms

Prestige 2800-5500
• Electric - GPS controls
• 2800-5500 litre capacity
• 18-36 metre hydraulic
fold booms

HUSTLER FINANCE & AFTER SALES

Gold-rush easy own packages
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> Need a Hustler now, and want to pay for it later?
> No problems, Hustler offer attractive Gold-Rush finance packages, tailored to suit your cashflow at a great rate
> A trade will often cover the deposit for a new Hustler
OUR MOST POPULAR PLANS ARE:

First 3RD

PAYMENTS
0, 12 & 24 MONTHS

Second 3RD

Deposit paid
on delivery

paid 12 months
after delivery

25% deposit
paid on delivery

35 equal monthly
payments after
delivery

Last 3RD

paid 24 months
after delivery

Field Consultants
Hustler’s trained Field
Consultants are ready to
help. Providing sound advice,
expert product knowledge
training and on farm
demonstrations.

NOTE: All finance packages require the deposit, plus the full GST amount paid upon delivery (GST is claimable in month one) and are available only at participating
dealers, are subject to normal lending criteria, and vary depending on regional tax laws. Hustler reserves the right to change finance packages without prior notice.

After sales support
Our dedication to you doesn’t stop when you leave the dealer. That’s because owning a Hustler should be as
rewarding as the time it saves you. All Hustler built products are backed with a full 2 year warranty for added
peace of mind in the field and include Hustler’s legendary service, back up and support that exceeds your
expectations. For an extra two years peace of mind, ask about the Hustler Gold Plus Extended
Warranty at time of purchase.

2
YEAR
WARRANTY

Jerry Currie
Field Consultant, New Zealand
021 241 6981

Nigel Holt
Field Consultant, New Zealand
021 406 599

Gerald Raikes
Field Consultant, New Zealand
021 221 5053

Angus Hewetson
Field Consultant, Australia
03 8609 9959

Dwain Christophersen
Field Consultant, North America
817 933 6066

Ian Feathers
Field Consultant, North America
814 327 0218

Peter Hazell
Field Consultant, Europe
079 644 4948

Hartley Currie
After Sales Support
021 220 3577

HQ

Get your
Hustler

HQ

What would you like?
Watch product videos online
Try it on your farm with a free demo
To talk about a trade in
A finance deal or quote
Locate your nearest accredited dealer

HQ

GLOBAL

HQ

FREECALL 0800 487 853 Global Headquarters +64 6 879 7926 or visit www.hustlerequipment.co.nz

NEW ZEALAND
Freecall: 0800 487 853
Aftersales: 06 873 9526
Email: parts@hustlerequipment.co.nz
GLOBAL HQ
Hastings, 4153
New Zealand
AUSTRALIA HQ
Leongatha, 3953
Victoria
Australia
NORTH AMERICA HQ
Cleburne, 76033
Texas
USA
EUROPE HQ
Zurich, 8760
Switzerland

www.hustlerequipment.co.nz

